Intruder Style Lock Set

TeacherLock was designed and engineered from the ground-up as an active shooter
defense device and offers these critical, life saving features:

Intruder and push-button style door locks present hidden dangers to teachers
and students during an active shooter emergency:

The TeacherLock Proprietary Activator is tactile and was bio-engineered to counter the
effects of a high stress situation. Our proprietary TeacherLock Activator is naturally clocked
correctly in the right or left hand and requires no fine motor skills. All it takes is a simple
push to engage the bolt and the door is locked. Just like your thumb finds home on a
smartphone, the thumb and index finger find home on our activator.

Intruder-style Lock Sets use traditional keys which can be easily confused under
stress. In an active shooter incident, normally simple actions requiring fine motor skills are virtually impossible to accomplish. Locating, inserting, turning, and
verifying that the door is locked subjects the teacher and students to a dangerous situation and wastes precious time. In an active shooter emergency, time is
of the essence and each second counts.

TeacherLock’s Bully-Proof activator is carried on a lanyard and control of the door is never
relinquished to a bully or worse. Also, small children are not likely to tamper with
TeacherLock and accidentally lock the teacher out of the room.

Push-Button or thumb-latch style activated dead bolts allow anyone to control
the classroom door. This creates a potentially dangerous environment for students and teachers.

The TeacherLock Proprietary Breaching Key fits into a knox box and is simple to operate.
We use a specially shaped key to prevent tampering. It’s fast and effective for emergency
responders who need to breach a door quickly in an emergency. TeacherLock’s uniquely
shaped key is easy to identify for first responders and school personnel.

Master Keys look like every other key and typically there are several types of
keys in a Knox Box. When time is of the essence, getting to the exact key should
be easy, intuitive and fast.

TeacherLock’s quick egress button is ADA compliant. In a single effort, limp wrist, closed fist
test, the door can be opened from the inside.

Usually, egress is easy with door locksets. They were designed for egress, and
unfortunately not for active shooter incidents. Other barricade devices are even
more difficult to use.

TeacherLock fits tight school budgets and is a fraction of the price of door lock sets. Installation is easy and is accomplished in 4-6 minutes with simple tools. Because TeacherLock is
not used in normal door operations, cost of maintenance is extremely low.

Intruder, push button, electronic door lock-sets are very expensive to acquire
and maintain.

TeacherLock installs on any door, right/left, in-swinging, out-swinging, wood frame, metal
frame, wood/composite, and metal doors—even double doors (with one stationary leaf. )

Standard Lock Sets are designed primarily for classroom doors.
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